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a live usb normally cannot boot an operating system, use the aio (all-in-one) boot feature, so you can boot windows directly from the usb without reformatting the entire hard drive. you can also install and reinstall windows from the usb drive without reformatting
your hard drive. i have tried to integrate with different usb drives. this problem occured only with the windows 7 usb/dvd. 10/03/20 - updated to latest list. only modules are installed. everything is working fine until i use the dvd instead of usb with the windows 7 iso i
downloaded. it boots perfectly and prompts me to select an os. once i do, it stops and get stuck at: selecting operating system. i followed all the instructions on the aio boot website and everything was fine until when i tried to open the iso it shows the following error:
the file '..' is not marked for inclusion and is therefore not available. check the list of supported files. aio boot creator is now a personal if you like this project, please consider to consider to donate money for supporting the open source community in order to improve
future versions of aio boot creator. dear aio boot developer i would like to report some bugs of the last release 0.9.2. 1) i use uefi secure boot and uef read mode. it is not possible to boot into the setup, if i choose uef read mode in secure boot i get this message (and
stays there for ever). if i choose boot uefi in secure boot it will boot but does not run the setup. if i chose boot uefi in uefi read mode it will always boot and runs the setup but when it asks for a disk to store personal data i get the error message windows could not find
aio boot creator. the problem is that it runs the setup and asks me for a disk for storing personal data, but when i choose the aio boot creator from its list in uefi (within uefi) it does not appear on the list. if i select the aio boot creator that i made from uefi (uefi) or just

in uefi (uefi) is ok it boots. this is only possible using uefi (uefi). i think that there is a problem with the uefi related documents/pages. 2) aio boot creator now support uefi read and uefi write mode in an uefi box. so i can run the installer on uefi write mode even
though i havent changed anything on my machine. i get a problem with the parsing when i choose a uefi boot mode in secure boot, because it reads the -f flag from secure boot field. as i understand you can now use -f to flag for a uefi boot mode in secure boot. 3) i
tried to boot mint 18 in uefi secure boot or uefi write mode (instead of the default mode of uefi read mode (bios). but it stuck in a blinking cursor. is the zdrv-aio-live available on the windows registry for uefi secure boot or uefi write mode? i think that this version is
not compatible with secure boot. it doesnt like the ibus.k i use in uefi secure boot and uefi write mode. it needs ibus.k in uefi read mode. what i tried is this in aio notepad: reg add "hklm\software\microsoft\windows\currentversion\s->windows" /v "abrt-sysprep-base-

dir" /t reg_sz /d "c:\_aio_boot\aio.sdcm" /f /k if you can help me i would be gratefull. regards daniel
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this is a uefi bootable usb flash drive with windows 10 pro x64. in this usb flash drive there is two partitions. one of them has a windows iso image and the other one has a windows iso file. so, after you create this usb flash drive you will be able to install windows 10
pro 64-bit in uefi mode. i have a laptop with a 32 bit uefi bios. when i wanted to install windows 10 it showed me the following error message, unable to boot this computer. the problem can be resolved by updating the 32-bit uefi to 64-bit. to do this, i had to find a

64-bit uefi bios version for my laptop. i tried every uefi bios from google and i only found 1 working 64-bit uefi bios, but it is for a different computer. i have a problem with the sound on a hp z820 with windows 8.1. in addition to the volume control on the windows 8.1,
you can use a microphone that comes with the computer. the problem is that the sound on the headphone jack of my computer. i have found a solution that has worked for me, but i do not know how to apply it. can you help me? i bought a new computer with
windows 8.1 and did not bother to download any more. i bought a used computer with windows 8.1 on it. i bought a dvd to install windows 8.1 and when i put it in, it would not recognize it. i put the dvd into my new computer and that did not work either. can

someone help me please? i want to upgrade my home computer to windows 8.1, but the upgrade from windows 7 home premium 32bit is not working. i always get an error message that says "the upgrade can not be completed because the following issue was
encountered: the installed windows is not supported." what can i do? 5ec8ef588b
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